
The first BISM Alumni Reunion was a
nostalgic journey down memory lane, as
graduates from different years reunited to
recall their shared experience along with
their younger colleagues from Y11 and Y12.
The air buzzed with laughter along with
tears of emotion with the overwhelming
speeches of Dr. Samantha Daisley, Mrs.
Heba Khalil, Mr. Maged Fawzy and Ms. Mai
Elshabrawy. A circle talk was run by Y12
Yahia Ashraf and Y11 Malak Afifi, the
exchange of questions and answers
became a bridge between past and future.
Fun filled the air afterwards with a funny
memes game. The atmosphere remained
vibrant with the scent of pizza along with
the lovely playlist set by Y11 Tarik Salih,
students shared their slices, laughter and
stories. The event concluded with a group
photo for the BISM Alumni with their
teachers and younger colleagues and then
they had a tour around school where every
corner reveals a chapter of their collective
history.
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On Thursday 18th Ms Beverley held a
workshop with parents from primary on
Helping your Child with Maths. The main
purpose of this workshop was to provide the
parents with the subject knowledge and
teaching methods used in school to help
empower them to assist their children at
home using the same strategies.
Information was given on the White Rose
scheme which is recognized worldwide as
well as the topics covered throughout the
year and the expectations of achievement.
Parent booklets , giving examples of the
worksheets used in school as well as videos
explaining the topics and the necessary
resources were also supplied. In addition to
this, parents played some online maths
games which help to raise mathematical
thinking skills and were able to
demonstrate their mathematical skills to
the whole room. The session ended with a
question and answer session as well as ideas
for the way forward. 

Help Your Child With Maths
Parent Workshop



The visit of AUC students to our school
campus was an inspiring and enriching
experience for both the students and the
faculty. It provided a wonderful
opportunity to introduce the concept of
community service and foster a sense of
social responsibility among the students.
During their visit, the AUC students
engaged with our school community,
sharing their knowledge and experiences
regarding community service initiatives.
They emphasized the importance of giving
back to society and the positive impact it
can have on both the individuals involved
and the community as a whole.
Following the introductory session, a
meeting was held with the student council
heads to explore potential collaborations
for future community service projects. This
meeting allowed for a meaningful
exchange of ideas, as both the AUC
students and the student council members
shared their thoughts and suggestions on
how to best serve the surrounding
community.

AUC Community Service
Volunteers Visit


